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This paper discusses a certain graph, called the “dependence graph” (“the DPG”), that can be 
defined naturally for a given independent set in a mntroid. We are mainly concerned with the 
DPG of bases, and we study what the DPG of a base tells about the matroid. We show that thlerc 
is a nice connection between the DPG and duality, and between the DPG and connectivity for 
matroids. This leads fo an algorithm for determining the connected components of a matroid. IFor 
two efements Q and b in the same such component, an algorithm is given that finds a base B such 
that ca P B, Q E F and b is element of the unique circuit in B Ua. 
I. Introdolctioa 
This paper discusses a certain bipartite graph that can naturally be defined for an 
independent set of a matroid. This graph is called the “dependence graph” of the 
independent set. We shall1 mainly be cxxtcerned with the dependence graph of 
bases, and in this case the graph is simply anathcr way of representing the strict 
fundamental set af circuits with respect to the complement of this base (in 
Whitney’s terminology in f U]). 
The mativation for defining and studying the dependence graph came from a 
study of algorithms for matroids, especially the one given in [ 10]. I%e advantage: of 
the graphic representatian is that the concept of pE&hs becomes very easy to handle, 
and srxich paths seem to be important in algorithms for matroids. An example is 
given in Secticjn 6 here, and others may be found in 18, 9J. 
In f 111 Maurer has studied what he calts the “base-graph” of a matroid, which is a 
graph: where the nodes are {in one-one currespnndence with) the bases of ihe 
matnlid, anJ where arcs connect exactly those base-pairs that an: equal in all but 
one element. In this graph the dependence-graph af a base B corresponds to Ithe 
“star” around B, that is, the node for B and ai! its neighbours. Thk fskws from 
Lemma 4.11 here. 
2. 
theorems frC,tn this theory below. A nice intrclduction to matroid theory is given in 
Whitney’s original paper [ 12) 
Throughout the paper we will take the freedum of writing e instead of {c) when 
the meaning is obvious from the context. The cardinaiity of a set A will be denoted 
jA I. 
A matroid is defined on a finite set E by a family of subsets of E, called the 
5ndependent” !&sets of E, th;tt obey the following axmms: 
(i) 8 is independent; 
(ii) any sub:,et of an indepcr dent set is independent; 
(iii) for any set A c E, all maximal independent sutxets of A have the same 
cardinality. 
The common cardinality mentioned in (iii) is called the “rank”‘of A, written 
‘?(A )“. 
A set which is not independent is said to be “dependent“. The minimal 
dependent sets are called “circuits”. No circuit is properly contained in another, 
and if C1 and C2 are circuits such1 th;qt e E C, n Cz and er E C, - C2, then there is a 
circuit in cI‘l U Cz-- e containing, f:,.. 
For all A C E the maximal set S such that A C: S G E and r(A ) = r(S) is well 
defined. and this set IS ca!le,d thlz “span“ of A, written ‘*sp(A )“. The ekments in 
sp(A ) - A are exactly ttaose e E E - A such that there is a circuit in A U e 
containing e. If I C E is indq*:ndent and e E sp(l) - 1, then I tie cont(ains a 
unique circuit, which we shall denote “C(c. 1)“. 
.4 maxi!mal independent set is called a “troase”. All bases have the same 
catdinaiity r(E), and if B, and Bt are different bases, then for each el E B, -- B2 
there is an e&E &- B, such that B, U er- e, is also a base. 
~1 matroid is determined if its set of bases is given, and the set of base- 
cctmplements (in E) for a matroid M form tht: base-set of another matroid which is 
usually called the “dual” of M. We will call the circuits of the dual to a matroid the 
“cocircuits” of the matroid. 
We also riced some elementary graph-theory and we use the following krminol- 
qy. A graph is a finite set of “nodes*‘. together with a set of “arcs”, each being an 
wordered pair of distinct nodes, called its “end;rties”. If Q and b are nodes, then 
(CJ, h) will denote an art* with endnrjdcs a ad b. A “path” in a graph is a sequence 
c,lf distinct nodes (ao, a ,, . . . , o,), n 2 0, sur.,h that (a,. I, 0,). i = t s 2, . . , n, are all 
arcs of the graph. A path may be called a ‘cycle” if (a,, an) is atso an arc of the 
graph. 
A subset P of the nodes of a graph G is ;aid ta be a “partitioning sat of G” if 
~xh arc of G has one endnode in P and OS\ 2 outside. If a graph has a partitioning 
\:I P then it is said to be “bipartite”, and thr.; 1 the set of nodes outside P alsa forms 
2 p&tir,ning set. 
A “matching” in a graph is a subset f_, of its ares such that each node occurs as an 
vmlnodc of at most one arc of C, A set N of nodes is said to be “cuvarfsd” by a 
matching L if each ntide in N occurs as an lendnode of an arc in L. In Section il WC 
will use the foibwing well-known theorem due to Hat1 (cf. [4]): 
3. Definttlon of the dependence graph 
Let M be a matroid over a set E, and assume that I C E is independent. The 
“dependence-graph of 1 “’ (writtl;n “the DYG of I “, or only TWG(l )“) is defined as 
the fallowing bipartite graph CL The nodes of G are (in one-ant: mrrcspondence 
with) rhe elements of E, and h is a partitioning set of G. There is an itrc iq C; 
between el E I and ellE E - I if and only if e2 E splil) and e l E C(e-, I). 
When we draw a dependence graph we will usually have the nodes from I at the 
bottom. AS an example let M tw the “graphic” matroid defined on the arc set oif the 
graph af Fig. I, and let f = {a, b. c, 6.4 ). which is marked by doubk lines. (Over- tk 
arcset of a graph the subsets containing no cycles form the independent sets of a 
matroid, and WC shall stay that such a matroid is “graphic’“.) Fi?. 2 gives the MYi 
of f. 
!J h i 
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can then find one of its circuits by scanning through its elements once, “pushing 
out” those that do not make the remaining set independent. This gives a simple way 
of finding C(e, I) if I and e E sp(1) - I are given, and thus a way of constructing the 
DPG of I in polynomial time. 
Often this construction can be done more simply when a special m,jtroid ii given, 
but the general statement is important as constructing the DPG of all1 intermediate 
soIution is often the key for “improving” this solution in algorithms ?ormuIated for 
general mat ro,ids. 
4. The WC of a base, and what it tells about other bases 
The fo!Jowing rather obvious lemma shows that the DPG of a base could have 
been defined fully within the framework of bases. 
Lemma 4.1. If B is a base o,t a matroid and et E B and e2 E E - B, +en Iherp is an 
arc between et and e2 in DPG(B) if md only if B U e2 - 4’ is also a &ase. 
Proof. if there is an arc between e1 and e2 in DFGfB), then 7w will destroy the only 
circuit in B Uea by removing el. Thus B Ue2 - el is independent, and therefore 
also a base. 
Conversely, if there is no arc bet);r/een er and; e2 then B U e2 - e, will contain the 
circuit C(e,, B) and can therefore not be a base. 
Lemma 4.1 teltl; us that the DPG of a base B Idescribes, and is described by, the 
set of bases that differ from B in e:xactly one element. 
One may ask if this is enough lo determine the rest of the bases, and thus the full 
structure, of the matroid. However, this is certainly not irue and examples can 
easily be found. 
We may obtam a feeling for how ;i “little” the DPG of a base says about the 
matroid by observing that the number of different DPG’s :*);i i nodes grows not 
faster th,an 0(2”‘), However, Knuth has shown in [7] that the nu_mber of essentially 




whi;ch grows considerably faster. 
In spite of these facts it turns out that the DPG of a base points out a much larger 
class of sets that must be bases than t kose covered by Lemma 4.1, and exactly how 
large this class is, is described in J_mma 4.6. However, the proSof of the fact that any 
set not covered by this lemma is 3mrSable as a base” is for convenience 
oned to Section 7. 
We wit1 also (and first) describe those sees that under no circumstances can be 
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bases, by kiving a condition that ail bases must obey. This condition will 
immediately be shown to be as strnng as possible. 
In the following lemmas, matchings in the DPG of a hinse will be important. of I, 
;* a matching in the DPlG of a base .3, then we will denote the set of its endnodes 1 .‘r 
cjrltside B as “OUT@ )” and the set of those inside B as “IW(L )“. The c;et 
B W OUT(B) - IN(B) will be denoted f_ (B ). Obviously /OUT@ ),I = i IIV(L )I and 
IuBC=IBI* 
We start out with the condition which all bases must obey. This r*esuIt was 
probably first proved by Rrualdi in f 11 (and there in a more general setting). 
However, for cclmpleteness we include a proof and start with a sl$htly more 
general result than we need. 
Lemma 4.2. Ler B be a base cd I an independent set of a matvoid. TPlen here is a 
matching L in DPC(B) such that OUT@ ) T= I - I3 and IN(L ) c R - I. 
Proof. B:r Hall’s theorem it is enough to show that, for any I’c I - B, the set J’ (>f 
nodes in B - I that are reachable from I’ by arcs in DPG(B) will satisfy 1 I’! d /.!‘I. 
For each I’ we have 
.I’=(&I)n ( U C(e,B)). 
reel’ 
This implies that I’ U (I? n J) C sp(J’ U (B 17 I)). Since 1’ U (B f7 I) is indepen- 
dentwemusthavejl’U(B nP)i~lJ’U(E n1)1.Thlsimplies I’I6/J’I,whichis 
what we wanted. 
As all bases have the same cardinajity. we immediately obtain this kmma: 
Lemma 4.3. Let B and B’ be two bases of a matpoid. Then there is ~1 ntarc:hing L in 
DPG{B) such that OUT(L) = B’- B and IN(L) = B - R’. 
That this condition is the strongest possible is demonstrated by the following 
well-known lemma (see e.g. t[S]). Nobe that this lemma alsa shows that for any 
bipartite graph G with a designated partitianing set 23, there is a well defined 
base-richest matroid over the nodes of G, such that B is a base and G is the DPG 
Qf B. 
Lelnma 4.4. Let G be a biparti:e grupk and let B be one of its partitioning sets. Then 
the set f3 = (L (B ) 1 Ha is a matching in G) fomrs he set of bases Of Q matrod over rhe 
PW& -set of G. (Here we allow L to be empty, So that B E 8.) 
We now turn to ahe problem of characterizing those sets that the DPG of a base 
B points aut as bases. Le:t S ’ be a set such :hat %‘I = (S 1. By Lemma4.3 we know , 
that if B’ has Iny chance of being a base, there must be a matching L in DPG(B ) 
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such that B ’ = L(B >. It turns out that the only :ime we can really concludi .hat B’ 
is ;3 base is when t?lere is only one matching L such that li, (B) = 63 ‘. 
A matching L which is such that no other matching has exactly the same IN- and 
OtJT- set will be called “clean”. However, since we want to use this condition in 
diflferent forms, we will first define cleanness in a rather obscure way, and then 
prove that this is equivalent to the‘above condition, and also to a third form which 
often seems to be useful. 
Let I,. be a matching in the DPS of a base 23, We will say that L is “clean” if 
every submatching L’ of L is such that there exists a node in OUT&‘) whose only 
arc to nodes in IN& ‘) is the one in L ‘. A cycle in DPG(B) which is such that exactly 
each seeolld arc is in L is called an “L-alternating cycle”. 
We prove the following lemma. 
Lemma .S. Let L be a matching in the DIPG of some btase B of a lmatroid. 17hen the 
fcrllowing three statements are equivalent :
(a) L is clean. 
(b) Tltete is no matching L ’ in DPG(ls ) su& that l’N(L ) = IN(L ‘), OUT& ) = 
QUT(L ‘) and L # L’. 
(c) The DPG of B has no L-a%:~natirrg cyck. 
Proof. (a) + (b). By the definition of cleanness we can see that if IN(L) snd 
OUT(L) are given, then the process of chloosing arc by arc a matching that corers 
exactly these sets can only be done in one way, since there is always an arc in the 
remaining set that has to be chosen. 
(b) =+ (c). Suppose there were an L-akernating cycle in DPG(B), with arc-set 
C. Then (/I! U C) - (L n C) would be another matching obeying all the require- 
ments of L’ in (b). 
(c) d> (a). Suppose L is not clean. Then there is a submatching L’ of L such 
thal: each node in OUT(V) has arcs to at least two rodes in IN(L ‘). Start at any 
node in [N(L ‘) and tfollow the arc in L, ’ from here to thle “corresponding” node in 
OUT(I,‘). Then take any other arc to another node in IN@‘), and repeat the 
process again. By the finiteness of 1,’ we must eventually come back to a node in 
IN(F) which we have seen before:, and then an I - -__._a ..,lmg cycle is formed. ~lt~~+-*’ 
We ;jre now ready to prove the result claimed above. 
Lemma 4.6. If L is a clean matching in the DPG of a base B of some matroid, theIt 
L (11) 1.5’ a base. 
Proof, We will use induction on 1 E ] * and if 1 L I= 1 then the lemma is true by 
Lem mn 4.1. 
?+YN suppose that f L I> I arid thet th,<.: lemma is true for a!1 E,’ such that 
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1 L.‘] < f L 1. By the Definition of cleanness we can find a node e: E CH_JT(L ) such that 
the arc (ez, el)E L is the only arc ieading into IN(L). The rnarchi!lt: I_’ = Qi> - (u,. +) 
is also clean and 1 L’! <= 1 L I? therefore I2 ‘(B j is a base. HOWOYX since C(e:. !3) n 
IN& ') = 8 we t now that Cfe,, L’(B)) = C&, W), and (L’, cl) is an 2i-c ah in 
I)PG(L’(B)). Thus, by lkmma 4.1, L(B)= L’(B)Ue:- el is also a br;se. 
Not surprisingly, it is also true that if t is a clean matching. then L will reoccur 
“upside down” in DPG(L(B 1). but we leave the proof of this to the interssred 
reader. (A proof is given in I#].) This is not generally true if L. is not clean, even if 
L(R) is a base. 
From Lemma 4.4 we know that 311 bipartite graphs are the DPG of a base in 
some matroid. We may then ask whether Lemma 4.6 covers all sets that must he 
bases. Unfortunately the set p = {i- {R): Z._. is a clean matching in DPG(R )} does 
no; generally form the base-set of a matroid. This can for example be seen by 
studying Fig. 3. Here B , = (a, d, e ) and B, = (c, e, f j are both in 0. IHowever. if thttse 
were bases of a matroid there would have to be an element in B: - B, = {c.f) that 
could replace a in B, without destroying it as a base. 3ut neither (c. ti, e) nor 
(f, d, e} are in /3, showing that p is not the base set of a matroid. 
d e f 
a b 
Fig. 3. 
Thus th e “base-poorest” matroid is not nicely we:fl-defined as is the base-richest. 
The proof that Lemma 4.0 still is the best poss~blc (in a little weaker scns:>) is 
postponed to Section 7, where the necessary tools are developf:d. 
5. Duality and the DPG of a base 
The relation between the DP(3 of a base and duality is the foliowing sirnplc one, 
Lpmrna 5.1. IfB is a hcase for a matrsid M on E, ttren tile DPG afthe base E - H in 
r’(;v dual matroid M * is the same as the DPG 0fl3 in M considewd “upside down ‘I 
Pruuf. This is ,:a direct consequence of Lemma 4.1 and the far that the bases of .M * 
*jre cxactiy the complements of the bases of %I. 
One usuafly says that two elements of a matroid are “connected” if there exist a 
circuit containkg them both. This relation is obviously synlmetric, and we can 
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define it to be rejlexive by saying that an element contained in no circuit is 
connected to and only to itself. That this relation is also transitive follows from this 
well-known lemma: 
Lemma 6.1. If CI and Ct are diflererst but not disjniM circuits 0f a matroid and el 
and e2 are elements such that el E CT, - Cz and ez E C2 -- Cl, then there is r2 circarit n 
C1 U C2 containing both el and e2. 
Thus the equivalence classes of this relation are well tiefined, and they are usually 
called the “connected components” of the matroid. 
We shalt below also refer to the connected components of a graph. These are the 
equivalence-ciasscs of its nodes witlh respect to being connected by a path. To avoid 
confusion we will call this last type of connectivity “G-connectivity”, while 
connectivity in matroids is called ‘M-connectivity”. The corresponding connected 
components will be called “G -components” and ‘W-components” respectively. 
Lemma 6.2. If % is Q base of a nxiroid, then tSre G xomponents of DPG(% ) are 
identical to the M-components of :he matroid. 
Proof. Suppose e and or?‘, e# e’, are in the same G-component of DPC(%). Then 
we can obviously find a sequence eo, eI, . . . , e, from E -_ % such that e E C(e,, % ), 
e’EC(e,,B) and C(e,-,,B)fIC(ei,8?#8 for i = ‘,2,...,n. Thus e and e’are in 
the same M-compzent. 
To obtain the lemma we must also prove that there are no circuits in the matroid 
containing elements from two or more G-components. Therefore suppose there 
exist such circuits, and choose one of them, Cr, such that 1 C, - % 1 is minimal. 
Obviously 1 Cl - % I> 1. Suppose C, has elements from the G-components K, and 
K, of DPG(%) such that C1 has an element el in K, - B. We know that 
C, # C(e,, B) since aft elements of C(e,, B) are in &. Chcose e2 E C, n K2, and 
choose a circuit C2 in C1 U ?I@,, % > - et containing e2. Obviously then 1 Ci! - % 1~ 
1 C, - % 1. However, Gz must also have an clement in C(e,, B) - CI 2 KI, a 
contradiction. 
Note that through Lemma S.1 this lemma gives a nice demonstration of the well 
known fact that the M-components of a matroid and its dual are t:;le same. 
Lemma 6.2 bfso gives a nice algorithm for finding the M-components of a 
matroid. These can be found by constructing t&e DPG of any base, and then find 
the G-components of this graph (which certainly can all be done in polynomial 
time). Cunninghanr presents irniiar ideas in [2, p. 516]. 
Suppose t and ea are in the same M-component. Then, by utilizing Lemma 6.2 
strrictive prt3of or Lemma 6.1 we fan give a polynomial time algorithm 
cuit ccatai$ng both el and e._. However, t!ae following approach to 
ay ;tlst:, bc of interest. 
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Ef I3 1s a base and el and e2 are such that et E B, e, 65 B and (e ,, e2) is an arc in 
DPG(B), then a common ckxit and a common cocircuit of e l and ez are displayed 
for us by tfc.e arcs from e2 and et respectively To show how to find1 such a base we 
need the foliowing lemma. 
Lemma 6.3. Let B be a base of Q matraid and suppose titat e l E Is and ez g$ B are 
connected by an arc in DPG(B ). Then I3 ’ = R U e2 - el is also a base and about 
DPG’,B’) we know tlse f&wing. 
(i) There is an arc between e2 and e,, er will “inherit” exnctly the arcs of ez and u l 
will inherit cxactIy those of ei. 
(ii) If a E B - el and b E B LJ ez and rot !mth the arcs (a, e,) und (b, e,) occur m 
DPG(B ) then the arc /no m: relution bptween a and b are the same in DPC(B’) a~zd 
DPG(B). 
(iii) If a E B - e I and b E B U e2 and both the arcs (a, eZ) and (b, e f) but trot the 
arc (a, 6) OCCUT in DPG(B ), then tht, arc (a, b) occum in DPG(I3 ‘). 
Before we prove this we may notice that the only thing left uncertain concernir,g 
such an interchange is what “happen? to an arc (a, 6) when both the arcs (a, e,) 
and (6, el) occur in DP.^J(B). (Looking later at binary matroids also this is settled: it 
tlrsappears.) 
Proof. That B’ is a ba$c: is obvious. Since C(e,, B) = C(e,, B’) ore half of (i) follows 
directly. Ttie other harf follows from the same argument on tlae dual matroid. 
If the arc (b,el) is not present in DPG(B) then C(b, B) *is not ttiuchled by the 
interchange of e I and e. ind the arcs from node b are therefore kept unchanged. 
Using a2so a similar arguinent on the dual matroid. we get (ii). 
To prove (iii) w,: observe that in this case C(b, B ) and Cl&, I3 ) both comain e ,, 
but that a is only in C(e,, B). Therefore we can find a circuit CC: 
C&, B)U c(b,83)- el containing Q. But C mftst also contain b, or it woufd be 
contained in R’ which is independent. Thus C = C(b, B’) and we are done. 
Now suppose e l and e2 are in the same M-component? and that we have . 
constructed the DPC of s-)me base B. Then, by Lemma 6.2 there i:; a path p in the 
graph from el to e2. Let the nodes alan% this path be {e, = flJ2. . . ,f,, = erj. and 
assume th;st P is chosen :.o that if i < j -- 1 then there is no arc (f,? f, j. If this is not 
the case then we can retTeatedty “shortcut”P until it becomes true. If n = 2 we 
chotlse B” = R if el E B, else we choose B” = B U e, - et. if not, w: proceed as 
folk ws. 
Suppose first that et E i3 and e2 B, and Bet B ’ = B U f2 - fl. 1,: is then easy to 
verify from Lemma 6.3 t:lat in DPG(B’) the Arc (et, f4) ~ilf appear and that the 
nodesfs,&. . ., fa (if n > 43 all have the same arcset as in DPG(B ). If n = 4 we are 
done, if not (el,f4,ff ,..., ): 12) will make up a new, but shorter path of t be same type 
az4 P, and we can repeat operation above on (&, fs). 
a! we even trashy gc:t 
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B u~~*lf~,~~.,f”-2)-(63,f9,~.~,l;n-~~ is a base (which also follows from Lemma 4~9, 
and that in DPG(LI “) there: will be an arc between ea and e2. 
If both et E B and e2 E B we see that the appropriate set is B” = 
B u{~~r~*,..0,fn-l}-(f3,~s,.*~, el] and if el $Z B and e? $5 B then we may use. 
B”=B U(el,f.l,w.=,fm-2}-~2,f4,~~Drfn-l}. 
Choosing B fl according to this we will know that el E tit “, ez @ B”, and (et, ezj 
occurs in DPG(B “)* Thus the only circuit in e2 U B ’ and the only cocircuit in 
el U (E -- B”) wilt contain both et and e2. 
7, Mat&ds fndu&d from vecQor-spaces 
Suppose V is a vector-space over some field F, and let E be a finit :. subset of V. If 
we define a subset of E to be indepzndlent if and only if it is linearly independent in 
V, then basic theorems from linear algebra tell us that this defines A matroid on E. 
Let us call this the “induced matroid” of E. 
If B is a base of such a matroid and e E E - B, then e can be uniquely expressed 
as a linear combination of vectors from B, say e = &,,, &b. The arcs between e 
and & in the DPG of B will be exactly those arcs (e, b) such ‘that kbr # 0. Thus each 
arc in the DPG of B will get a nonzero element of F attached to it. 
Cor:verscly suppose that a bipartite graph G with node-set E and a partitioning 
set B is give,n, and that a nonzero number from the field F is giver! for each arc in 
G. We shalt say that G is then “labeled from F”. For each such labeling it is not 
difficult to 1 zrify that there is exactly one matroid over E such that 
(2) it is i reduced from some finite subset E’ of a vector-:space over F; 
(ii) B is a base; 
(iii) the DPG of B is G and the: given labeling of G reoccurs when the 
construction in the preceding paragraph is used on E ‘. 
Ths if F is given then a labeled bipartite graph with a designate61 partitioning set 
B determines a matro% A well-known theorem (see [12]) describes: what other sets 
with c.ardinality f B 1 are bases of this matroid. Formulated ir. our lajlguage this says: 
Lemma 7.1. Let fif be the pnatroid defined otler the M&S of the bipartite graph G by 
ct giuekj labeliprg from Fand n giuem partitioning set B, and let A be a se: of nodes such 
&at IS4 1 = 1 B I. Ther; A is a base for M if and only if det(Q) # 0, wltere Q is ttrc 
squr;~~ matrix in F fkwmed by haaiatg one cohvn for each i E A - B and ~,ne row for 
each j E B - A and by defining the element qi of Q &s the label 0: the arc between i
aprd j if it exists, and otherwise as zero. 
TINT above lemma flaay be considered its a :efinemttnt of Lemnqa 4.6 for matroids 
vector--:;paces. A ilar (and weI&known) refinemeibt of Lemma 3.1 
the above lemma the fact that the deterer;%ant is invaribnt 
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Lemma 7.2. Let G l;e a bipartite graph ~irh a labeling from a field F, and let B be a 
partitioning set uf G. 7’hen the matmid defined by this labeling ouet the set E of rtodes 
in G with respect u B is the dual of the matroid defined on E with respct to E - f.3 (by 
the xmte labeling). 
We conclude this sectickn by using Lemma 7.1 to prove the earlkc an nounced fact 
that Lemma 4.6 is best possible. This wiII follow from the lemma: 
Lemma 7.3. Let G be a bipartite graph with a gartitioning set B and a matching L 
that is not clean. ‘Ifhen there is a matroid otler the nodes of G such that B is a base, 
DPG(B) = C, and such ihat L (B ) is not a base. 
Proof. We will construct a labeling on G from the real numbers such that the 
marrix Q defined “between” F:hc two sets, IN(L) and OUT(L) (indexing the row% 
and columns respectively) as rn Lemma 7.1 is such that de@) = 0. This will be 
done by making a (no;leqflpty) subset of the rows of Q sum to zero. 
Since L is not clean there is (by the original definition) at least one submatching 
L’c L such that each no:e in OUT(L’) has more than one arc leading into IN(L ‘). 
If there is more than orz such submatching choose as L’ one which is maximal 
(unextendable). We t;len observe that there is no arc from IN(L’) to a node in 
OUT(L)- OUT(L’). f there were, then Eve could extend L’. 
We now !abel ail arcs between OUT(L ‘)I arid IN(L’) with nonzero real numbers 
such that the labels of these arcs from each node in CXJT(L’) sum to zero. This is 
possible since at least two arcs are available from each node in OUT(L’). 
The rest of the labeling can now be done in any way. We observe that t!le sum of 
the rows of Q associated with the nodes in IN(L’) will be zero. Thus e:he lemma is 
proved. 
An Example is given rn Fig. 4. 
a 
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8. Binary matroids 
A matroid is said to be binary if it is induced by a finite set of vectors from a 
vector-space over CiF(2) (the field of integers mod 2). As Whitney proved in [12], 
such a matroid is fully determirxd by the DP’G of some base. In our setting this is 
evident, since there is only one krbeling from lGF(2) of a given bipartite graph. Thus 
we can give a necessary and sufficient condition for a matching L in the DPG of 
,some base B of such a matroici ta be such that L(B) is a base. 
Lemma 8.1, Let B be a base En a binary mtztroid and let C be a mading in 
DPG(B). Then L (B) is a base if and onf, ._, $1 iffor every nonempty subset X c OUT(L) 
fhere is a nodi in IX(L) from which there is an odd number of arcs into X. 
Proof. We prove that the negations of the two statements are equivalent. First 
~upposc there is a set X c UUT( L) such that from all eIements in IN(L) the 
number of xcs to .Y Is even. It is then evident that the sum (mod 2) of the columns 
in Q (a~ defined in Lemma 7.1, letting A = L (B)) corresponding to this set, is zero. 
Thus dst(Q) = 0, and E (B ) is not a base. 
Conversely suppose that L(B) is not a base, which by Lemma 7.1 implies 
dct(Q j = 0. Then there rrust be some subset of the columns of Q such that their 
sum is zero, since 1 is the only nonzero constant. It is then easy to verify that the set 
X C OUT(L) corresponding to this set of columns must be such that all nodes in 
IN(L j has an even number of arcs into X. 
That the con&ion in Lemma 8.1 is also invariant with respect to turning the 
graph “upside down” is not quite transparent, bu: it must be true by Lemmas 7.1 
and 7.2. 
Since the DPG of a base B determines a binary matroid we can also describe 
cxacfly what we get if there is an arc between et E B and e2 fE B in DPG(B), and 
we wani the DPG of B’=B Uez-et. 
The only thing left open by Lemma 6.3 is what. happens to an arc between 
g E B - el and b tis B U e2 when both the arcs (a, eZ) and (k+ e,) exist in DPG(B). 
The fallowing lemma tilis thii-; gap. 
Lemma 8.2. Let B be a base of a binary mcztroid, and let el, a E B and et, b ji?! B, 
e1 f a and e2 # b. Suppose that each of (e,, e2), (el, b), (a, ez) and (a, b) are arcs in 
DPG of B. Then thive will be no arc between a and h ira the DPG of B ’ = I3 U e2 - e 1. 
BQOLP. To prove tisis we use a vetl-knowq {and easily proved) fact about binary 
rnattoidr, ++ng that :if Cl and C, are didYkre*rat circuits, then c, A c2 ( = 4?I U c, - 
0 ‘, n CL;) is dependent. Thus X = C(c,, B ) A C(b, 13 ) is dependent. Since el kE X 
now that x’ z B’ 4.J 6, and thus C(& :; X. However, since a $5 X wo know 
a & C[b, I3 ‘), which is what we wan 
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